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INTRODUCTION

There was nothing to make work about. In all honesty, I was lost, confused,

frustrated, and stuck. I had long realized the impossibility ofknowing anything

completely. However, I needed a working hypothesis, a temporary defmition ofwhat I

believed to be "art," to function as an initial guiding beacon. Knowing fully that there is

a limit to knowledge, and, in a certain sense, my theoretical and practical understanding

ofart is valid only to myself; I was desperate to devise my functional meaning of art to

imbue value into my practical making.

My fIrst task was to identify what I believe to be important in the

understanding and making of art. I was aware of the impossibility ofportraying

anything "as is;" for everything is necessarily colored by my constitutive activity, or

intentionality. In this sense, there can never be a perfect translation or reception of

whatever that I am seeking to express. What, then, becomes of creating and viewing art

if everything is relative? What is the value-meaning of art in such a context? What is the

signifIcance ofan art object as a tangible thing that is made and experienced? And what

do I claim as worthwhile, at least to myself, to bring to expression?

After a long process ofelimination, I have realized that this something that I

am constantly struggling to express is an "experience" that is both cognitive and
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emotional. Insofar as this activity of expression is through a certain artistic medium (in

my case, it is printmaking), the experience will be an aesthetic one. This thesis paper,

therefore, is an exposition ofwhat I defme as an "aesthetic experience" that is conveyed

through an artistic medium. And as long as what I am trying to express is an experience,

it will have a defmite characteristic that is uniquely personal. I am not interested in

expressing anything in particular, but a specific aesthetic experience of a transitory

"momentariness" that is constantly fleeting from my grasp.

My project of expounding this specific sense ofaesthetic experience will be

accompanied by both cognitive and emotional contents. There is something about

experience, especially its emotive content that defies logical definition. To this end, I

have written in the style of diary entries throughout the first part of this thesis, in order

to describe (in contrast to define) my experience to serve as a foundation for any

cognitive clarification. For later cognitive part, I have referred to a number ofwell

known philosophers, aestheticians and artists as tools or means to accomplish my end,

which is to describe my perspectives. Insofar as they are means to my end, I am neither

attempting nor claiming accuracy to their complex philosophies. It is important to keep

in mind that this is not an intellectual history or a philosophy paper where defmition of

their thoughts is their end. This is an art thesis paper that is attempting to express a
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certain aesthetic sensibility that grounds my own thesis show. The accuracy ofmy

characterization ofHeidegger's philosophy, for example, should not be an immediate

issue; since the value of its inclusion is based on whether or not it has helped me in

describing what I am trying to express.

In chapter one, I will examine the basic structure ofexperience and how it

grounds and generates my particular awareness for ambiguity. This section alternates

between a diary format and its analysis. The diary portion helps to provide the

immediate feel for some of the instances extracted from my own experience. This

methodology is taken to create and emphasize a sense of constructed continuity as it is

read. Chapter two considers the experience of aesthetic quality and the role ofthe art

object. An aesthetic experience, in my context, is an instance of aesthetically perceiving

ambiguity. Therefore, I will expound on the parallels between a state of ambiguity and

aesthetic experience. And as a significant element to experience, the perceptive act of

seeing will be discussed in relation to James Turrell and Anish Kapoor's works. In

chapter three, my practical involvement with the process ofprintmaking in relation to

my thesis works is explained. It must be noted that the above will be discussed in

relation to visual arts as a tangible material object, which requires and engages a viewer

in an aesthetic experience.
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CHAPTER ONE

EXPERIENCE AND FELT CONTINUITY

I was most curious ofthe reasons why I perpetually experience the world

through a scrim of sadness and beauty. This feeling, directly translated as aware (sad

beauty) in Japanese, gently supports and accompanies my daily experience. To

understand what is at the core of this emotive state, I began by examining how I engage

and experience the world.

June 28, 2003

I have arrived in Frankfurt. It is 9am. I am nervous and exhausted after a

tedious flight, yet the thought ofbeing alone in a completelyforeign country is

refreshing. My friend's flight will not arrive unti/4:30pm. I buy a guide book and a train

ticket into downtown Frankfurt.

The escalator nudges me up and out onto the already busy streets on a

Saturday morning. The rush ofnoise and visual confusion instantly coats my numb,

sleep-deprived head. I desperately try to recall the German classes I wish I had

continued, but the only striking memory is that ofthe apple strudel so deliciously
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described in the dialogues. Wondering into what seems to be the old town center, I find

an idyllic bakery among the cafes and restaurants. After successfully purchasing the

longed-for strudel, I search for a place to rest by the river. Crossing the bridge, I am

drawn into an orderly mess ofa flea market; belts, albums, spoons, sweaters, buttons,

shoes, stereos, andjewelry; an overwhelmingpile ofunknown memories. I hear a loud

parade approaching behind the layers ofconversation. Soon the vibration ofthe drums

overrides all other noise. I escape into a farmers market where I am quickly consumed

by the lusciousness and the variety ofproduce, cheese, wine, meats, and the aroma of

sizzling bratwurst. The parade approaches closer still. I slip into a quieter street lined

with small galleries and coolpavement; a tall cathedral is at the end ofthe street.

I enter passing the lit candles. The cacophony outside is replaced by the

echoing murmurs and the shuffling offeet and clothing. Soon my consciousness expands,

filling the entire volume ofthe building. I hear the transparency andfeel the tall

expanse ofthe space as I move about. My mind touches the ceiling and bounces off.

Finding a modest doorway by the altar, I enter into a small chapel. Immediately, strong

opaque silence muffles my senses followed by an instant contraction ofawareness.

Minimized to my bare physicality, I become acutely aware ofmy body, my breathing,

and my thoughts. The air is solid, keeping objects in their place. Every minute
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movement is noted, and soundfalls heavily to the floor. There is nothing else but the

sensation ofmy experiencing.

In unusual situations or unfamiliar territories, our sensory responses to the

environment are heightened. The visual field expands while layers of sound are

magnified to detect yet even unseen objects. The sphere ofawareness extends as far

outward as the senses will reach. But beyond their limits, imagination fills in to supply

wholeness and to substitute for what cannot be physically and directly sensed. In

contrast to such vast echoing, expanding sensory experience is a state ofextreme

self-awareness where the primacy ofbreathing, movement, and thought is relentlessly

accentuated. In other words, the senses refer to the body itself.

Within the usual and the familiar, however, habit and assumption generalizes

events. This seemingly routine, pedestrian state between the extremities of sensory

awareness is emphasized by an on-going-ness of continuity. Without any abrupt

definition or punctuating events, each moment flows seamlessly to the next, merging

together in a smooth succession. Upon closer examination, however, this in-between

state of the everyday reveals its fmer details.
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January 30, 2004

Sipping my still hot latte, I am skimming through a magazine attempting to

read an article or two. The wind stirs the atmosphere, lifting my hair, slanting the

branches, and shuffling the shadows. Holding the hair away from myface, I concentrate

on the article. I hear a lively Korean conversation from behind, pigeons are roaming

under the table, and a light misty rain begins to fall on the page. I move to another table

and continue to read under the shelter ofthe parasol. Immediately, another

conversation flows in, and I begin to imagine the relationship between the three women.

I move my gaze beyond them and rest myfocus on a man pushing his bicycle. A younger

student carries a heavy pile ofbooks. A woman stretches her tight back. A couple

engages in a conversation. I imagine their world, their life, and their thoughts. My eyes

are drying with the wind in myface. I look to my left. There was a man sitting there

before. Finally finishing the article, I check the time while following the brightpink

sweater passing by. The Korean conversation has left. It is quieter now. The wind

continues to emphasize and articulate my body while the last sip offoam slides

gradually down my throat.
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Even a short span oftime contains within it myriad levels ofawareness. Unless

I am profoundly lacking in concentration skills, my attention shifts incessantly,

involuntarily, and quite naturally. A seemingly simple act of reading a magazine article

is comprised ofnumerous and overlapping fields and focuses. The rapidly transitioning

field ofvision and thought create the flow ofconsciousness, while the cacophony of

infonnation are blended together to imply a sense ofsmooth continuity.

Yet the transitioning and succeeding offocuses are felt. William James' process

theory ofselfbood sees the present as a durational segment within the larger flow of

consciousness. Each moment, instead ofbeing a knife-edge ofan instant, is a duration

occupying a temporal span oftime, overlapping one after the other at the forward-going

fringe ofanticipation and the backward going fringe ofmemory. The steady relaying of
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these specious presents results in "felt transitions" or "feeling oftransitions" that

constitutes continuity itself.

July 7,2003

The TGVglides through the golden fields between Lyon and Paris. The scenery

dashes away from me as my seat is facing the tail ofthe train. The field is spotted and

enveloped by solid and deep velvety green. Farther away, the landscape shifts like

slowly melting butter. Just outside the window, however, I see only shards ofcolor. I

wish to see what is passing by so fast. I focus on a stone by the tracks, andfollow it until

it disappears beyond the window frame in less than a second. I am surprised by the

details, the colors and shapes that I am able to detect, and by how time seems to stretch

despite the great velocity. I see only one particular stone at a time, surrounded by a

blurred background. Soon, I begin to feel hopeless at the impossibility ofcapturing

every stone, and keeping up with each vanishing view. I rest my eyes on the gradual

flow ofthe field beyond while sensing the countless, rapidly disappearing views just

below.
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Even while having a cup ofcoffee or simply resting, the stream of

consciousness flows faster than the train itself: Each infinitesimal focus or duration is

merely a drop within that current, yet the ripples created by the successive drops form a

reverberating chain ofcontinuity. The ripples "fringe" out into the "field" from the

centre offocus ofimmediate experience. This focus-fringe or focus-field structure

characterizes experience and locates it within the space-time continuwn. In other words,

consciousness is context-dependent, located within a stream oftime, encompassing a

field ofspace. According to James' field model ofthe selt: the selfcannot be determined

by its focus alone; it must necessarily be considered in relation to its field.

All objects in the foteground Il'e viewed in relation to its blurred background.

The background exists u an elusive field that allows what is in the foregromd to be in
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focus. As I focus on a glass oftea in front ofme, I am certainly aware ofthe coaster, the

folder behind it, the table, the window and its view, the shirt hanging near by, the trash

can, the chair, my hands, and countless other objects comprising this particular visual

field. In short, my glass oftea exists and is seen only in relation to its context. When I

shift my focus to the building outside, the glass immediately retreats into the

background. Therefore, in order to create the "entire" picture, my vision must scan the

environment. This succession and overlapping ofnumerous fields locates the selfwithin

the greater flow ofcontinuity and constitutes a sense ofwholeness.

However, this grasped wholeness is a fragmented one at best. The collage of

visual information not only underscores the inevitable nature ofsight, it also emphasizes

the irreducible contrast between focus and field. I will never arrest the field into focus,
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just as my vision will never be rid of its focus. From this empirical fact arises a feeling

of longing for something that is constantly in the act of slipping away. But what exactly

is this 'something' that always manages to escape my explicit noting?

July, 1988

Ayers Rockprotrudes its tip above the earth in the middle ofthe Australian

desert. I am climbing its steep and bare red-orange surface. The cool morning wind

rushes against my body andforces the grip to tighten. The top ofthe massive rock is a

grand stage ofundulating surface, holding puddles from last night So rain. The eggs of

tiny creatures reminiscent ofan ancient horseshoe crab have hatched in the long

awaited moisture. Walking towards the center ofthe gigantic rock, I stand and turn in

place. Trying to connect the horizon line into a seamless ring, I realize that I can only

join the segments together in my mind. Two domes ofsapphire blue and orange meet at

their rims forming a perfect 360 degree horizon. I am inside that sphere yet cannot see

the entirety ofit.

What does it mean to have an experience? Martin Heidegger asks and answers

this question through phenomenology - a study dealing with the most fundamental
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ways our existence is enabled and determined by particular physical conditions. In

phenomenology, experience has 1: a form ofprospection - just as a question draws out a

range ofpossible answers, how our senses approach the world shape the way it appears

to us. 2: Experience is necessarily intentional - my visual field is actively constructed by

my selective attentions, and 3: is object directed -experience is always an experience of

'something. '

To Heidegger, phenomenology is a method of enquiry in which 'something' is

brought out 'into the open.' The visual field is a space that has opened up for objects to

appear before consciousness, not to be passively recovered, but for us to actively

disclose. However, the opened 'space' before us is a limited one, encircled by a ring of

'horizon.' Don Ihde, in "Phenomenology and the Later Heidegger," expounds on the

two dimensions ofwhat is called horizons-phenomena. The most obvious understanding

ofthe horizon is as a border ofvisual field which shades offand always withdraws from

prominence. The second notion ofthe horizon is as an expanse which exceeds and

includes the whole ofvisual field. The former is defmed in relation to things seen in the

foreground, whereas the latter is described in relation to the entirety ofthe visual field.

Therefore, the horizon is both a distinct line around the opened area ofvision, as well as

a line which belongs to and is the beginning of the yet un-opened, presently hidden field.
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In short, the two dimensions are that ofpresence and non-presence.

I will now return to the question, "What is this 'something' that constantly

recedes and escapes from my immediate attention?" The horizon ofvisual field is not a

clear dividing line, or at least, it is not experienced as such. Instead, it is unclear,

indistinct, and is seen to be shading off at the edges. As I attempt to focus on it, it

inevitably withdraws. What the horizon line conceals from view is the greater expanse

that exceeds my fmite opening to the world. This infmite openness is what keeps

fleeting from my grasp, yet is suggested and given only through my very own fmitude.

The expanse exists only in relation to the presence ofthings and through an

intentional opening. Heidegger names this expanse as Region (Gegend). As Region, the

horizon surrounds and situates the visual field, allowing and gathering what is within it.

Therefore, Region is, in actuality, permeating and resting within what is presently

before us. Heidegger affirms and recovers Region which can otherwise be considered

"outside" or "beyond" presence, through a descriptive analysis of what it does. (Ihde,

P.29)

The significance ofHeidegger's discovery is in the experiential explanation of

what is normally sensed as concealed. It is only through the glimpsing ofreceding

horizon that Region becomes tangibly known. The fact that the withdrawing Region can
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never be brought into the center of intentional awareness renders its presence uncertain.

But by naming, Heidegger positively affirms Region which otherwise can also be

understood rather vaguely and passively as Nothing. It is from this understanding that

my original passive attitude of"having nothing to make work about" made a radical

tum. Finding nothing in particular to make work about, I was able to focus on the

particularity ofnothing through its experience.

January, 2004

I woke up earlier than usual. Sitting by the window, my mind wonders aimlessly.

As ifto punctuate the calmness, I detect a sudden white splash eruptingfrom the ocean

surface not too far from shore. The boats andferries seem to be disruptedfrom their

usual routine and begin to gather. Another huge splash is accompanied by a delicate

row ofspouting. For two hours I am transfIXed by the sporadic appearance ofidle

whales. While the boats begin to scatter and the ferries return to their daily business, I

keep my intent gaze at the ocean surface in a state offascination.

Since that morning, my day begins with an unfulfilled hope for another whale

sighting. Perhaps I must get up earlier, perhaps the whales have already migrated, or
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perhaps it was an extremely rare event that I happened to witness out of luck?

Aside from luck, there is a degree of absurdity in the assumption that since I do

not see more whales when I look, there is none to be seen. Surely, the whales must be

somewhere in the ocean regardless ofmy looking or not looking. My awareness for the

whales, or lack of it, has no bearing upon the activities ofthe mammal and to the greater

expanse of the ocean. The entirety ofthis world flows regardless ofmy being aware of

it. Within the larger and infmite continuity, I am merely creating my own continuity

from its fragments. By extracting or patching together parts from the larger whole, I am

establishing a congruent experience ofmy particular world.

The sense of continuity I construct is always accompanied by feelings of

uncertainty and incompleteness due to the unavailability ofRegion in its entirety. No

matter how strongly I strive for clarity and certainty, the rest ofthe world remains

partially concealed. The correlative relationship between me and Region is, therefore,

based on the constant tension between presence and non-presence, part and whole, finite

and infmite, revealed and concealed. The experiential fact that I cannot possibly see

everything in its entirety and the constantly eluding sense ofwholeness are at the root of

my perception of"sad beauty." I feel sadness because my experience is inevitably finite

and transitory, yet this is precisely the reason for the felt beauty. The indeterminate
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nature ofthe world yields a sense of ambiguity. But by affIrming this ambiguity, I can

approach and experience the world as is.

August, 1988

I do not know this house, but it is homefrom today. I enter the living room. The

center ofit is empty; all thefurniture is pushed up against the wall. The carpet has sunk

below the dim shadow flooding the room, and I cannot decide its color. There is a strong

light piercing into the hallway, probably from the kitchen. The early afternoon light has

neither modesty nor charm; it falls harshly and evenly on anything exposed. White walls

surround the grey concrete patio. Avoiding the blinding reflection, I look up.

Framed by the eaves, a rectangular field ofbrilliant blue rests above the dry

Californian atmosphere. The cropped space is ambiguously reverting betweenflatness

and depth, specificity and universality, opening and enclosure. Struck, I stare into the

space until a loudjet intrudes and reduces it into a mere piece ofsky.
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CHAPTER TWO

AMBIGUITY AND AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE

In order to initially approach the creative process ofmaking art, I must have at

lest a vague sense ofwhat my intentionality is. My interest is to convey a particular

aesthetic experience of transitory "momentariness" and the resulting sense ofambiguity.

In seeking some kind of direction, I began by exploring the nature of aesthetic

experience and ambiguity, as well as their parallels. And in so doing, the material

presence of an art object, and how the perceptive act of seeing constitutes an aesthetic

experience of ambiguity were also contemplated.

I have come to understand that the constantly escaping presence of Region was

generating my sense oftransitoriness. However, regarding the possibility of

representing Region, Heidegger states, "Probably it can't be re-presented at all, in so far

as in presenting everything has become an object that stands opposite us within a

horizon." (Ihde, P.67) Like an air bubble disappearing as soon as hitting the water's

surface, any attempt to displace what is, by nature, elusive will either dilute or eliminate

it completely. Similarly, an attitude ofmaking an artwork in order to defme or capture

ambiguity creates a conundrum.
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Ambiguity is felt; therefore, it must be left as an experience if it is to remain

what it is, as it is. Then it must also be plausible that a state of ambiguity can be

expressed and heightened through an artwork which has the intentionality of letting the

experience of ambiguity be its foremost goal. But what exactly is an experience of

ambiguity? In what situation does it occur? And how does an artwork, as an object,

function within this scenario?

A state of ambiguity occurs in a moment of suspension, while the mind

"hovers" above and between conclusions, facts, beliefs, and judgments. When I am

appreciating a sunset, for example, the fact that the unusual intensity ofthe colors are

caused by the high level ofair pollution is not ofmy immediate concern. I cannot draw

any conclusion whether this sunset is good or bad. There is no judgment to make

because a sunset does not denote anything. Instead, I will see the rapidly changing

colors of the clouds, the buildings reflecting the saffron light, and hear the distant sound

oftraffic. Meanwhile, the sun is setting rapidly. My mind quickly gathers the entire

event through the montage of details. I do not dwell on each specific detail. The overall

feeling can be described as a confluence ofhelplessness, joy, annoyance, delight,

sadness, and relief. The concoction of such feelings creates an experience that is

multifaceted, resisting analytical dissection.
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Moreover, an ambiguous thing must be described. One day, a girl witnesses a

magnificent creature in a rainforest. She has never seen such a thing, and runs home in

excitement to spread the news. To the best ofher ability, she describes the creature as

having a tiger's head, the body of a snail, and a eat's tail. But she struggles and despairs

for her description fails to convey the strangeness ofwhat she saw. The only thing she

can do is to describe through numerous details, while referring back to her original state

ofunfading fascination. In doing so, she is desperately trying to describe the quality of

the experience.

My walk through downtown Frankfurt can be brought up again as a qualitative

experience ofan event. Although the intuitive feeling can still be strongly relived, the

particular quality of that morning can only be described by layering of details and

feelings. However, too much analysis of the event will only serve to disintegrate the

energy of the experience. If I were to concentrate and further investigate each of the

details, such as the particular cultural significance of the parade witnessed, the recycling

system ofthe yogurt bottles, the exact number ofvendors at the market, etc., the

integrity of the experience will disappear. On the other hand, I was not in complete awe

ofthe event to the extent of entirely "losing" myself in the whole experience. In other

words, my cognitive analysis ofthe event and the affluence of emotions were
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interchangeable and in balance.

According to Stephen C. Pepper, analysis has a centrifugal effect whereas

intuition is centripetal. The correlative relationship between the two forces will hold an

aesthetic experience intact. When an event is exhausted by relational analysis, the

immediacy ofexperience is sacrificed. In turn, pure intuition ofquality alone will

dismiss all detail in favor ofan indescribable state of fusion, ecstasy, or rapture. The

state ofequilibrium between cognition and emotion, discrimination and fusion, and

detail and whole is essential to aesthetically experience not only an event, but also an

artwork. For the duration ofan aesthetic experience, intuition will fill in any hollowness

or lack of immediacy caused by analysis, and will replenish feelings of immediacy. This

constant seesawing movement between the inward going intuition and the outward

reaching analysis characterizes an aesthetic experience.

Furthermore, there is a creative dimension to this process. As stated earlier, my

pragmatic interests determine and control what and where to bring my attention to. In

this sense, my continuity is actively constituted by a succession of selective attentions

(focuses). My active engagement, then, must also play an essential role in having an

aesthetic experience. By oscillating between analysis and intuition, I can create a state

ofambiguity. And as a viewer, this willing vacillation largely contributes to maintaining
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an aesthetic experience.

However, this is an incomplete equation. Since experience is always object

directed it must be an experience ofsomething. How I experience the world must be

counterbalanced by what is experienced. In other words, what is experienced will just as

potently persuade and influence the nature of that experience. Ifmy intention is to

express and convey ambiguity as experience through an artwork, then the art object

must function as a trigger to generate that condition. The role of the art object, to my

understanding, is to generate a particular experience by meeting the viewer halfway in

this equation. Therefore, the material presence of an art object is an active ingredient of

an aesthetic experience.

A solely conceptual appreciation of a work or an idea of"ambiguity" applied to

an artwork is short lived. In case of a purely conceptual artwork, its subsequent

understanding is followed by the dismissal ofthe materiality. In other words, the art

object becomes, in a sense, disposable after the initial encounter. If its sole purpose is to

promote a concrete understanding that A =B, then I, the viewer, will thereafter know

that A =B without any further assistance or re-experiencing the art object. Moreover, if

an idea is the work, then the direct experiencing of the object can be omitted altogether,

for purely conceptual artworks do not necessitate physical material presence. In other
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words, I do not have to be face to face with Joseph Kosuth's Art as Idea as Idea series

ofdictionary defmitions to understand its intent.

In the radical absence ofthe object, the lack of immediacy and hollowness of

experience must be filled in by intellectual analysis. Whether directly or indirectly

experienced, conceptual art requires mostly relational analysis. For example, I could

aesthetically appreciate a bag of trash for its reference to the transitory nature ofhuman

desire and life. But this aesthetic experience is due to my conceptual "detour" removed

from and quite beyond the direct experiencing of the materiality ofthe object itself(the

opinion that the color and texture of trash can be beautiful is based on private taste

which should not be the only criteria in an aesthetic experience). In other words, when

there is no centripetal force of intuition to counterbalance the centrifugal effect of

relational analysis, an aesthetic experience will quickly disintegrate and perish.

What is actually there, what is presented within the visual field to be seen and

to be experienced, establishes a direct relationship with the viewer. Vija Celmins' prints

of undulating ocean surfaces, starry night skies, and dry desert fields engage the

audience with its silently dynamic presence. The materiality of paper appears to fuse

into the depth these images convey, however 'fictional' they may be. And by cropping a

segment of the seemingly unending expanse, the prints become a limited opening to the
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larger field. The images constantly revert between the visible and the suggested, section

and whole, and thinness and depth. The presence of Celmins' works allows for the

viewer to directly experience this oscillation.

Similarly, Anish Kapoor's notion ofa 'truly made work' fmds "its balance in

the fragility ofvacillation." (Bhabha, p.20) And due to this vacillation, it refuses stasis

and escapes the tight grip of comprehension. It is only within this state of

in-between-ness that the artwork can exist as nothing in particular. When something is

neither A nor B, the experience that this something is neither A nor B, is brought to the

foreground. For example, being bombarded by stimuli in a foreign metropolitan city

could be referred to as state A. The sudden return to the "normalcy and quietness" of

home in the country, B, is experienced with a sense of slight alienation. Finding

comfort in neither place, the mind must hover over the gap between experiences A and

B. The interval is acutely felt in this third dimension ofC, characterized by a state of

vacillation. This state of oscillating ambiguity can be achieved and mediated by the

'truly made thing' in an aesthetic experience.

Given the aesthetic attitude of the observer and the observed as what maintains

"the fragility ofvacillation," the art object can renew itselfupon many repeated

encounters rather than be experientially disposable. It will continue to make itself after
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leaving the hands of its manufacturer, through the viewer's experience of it. Kapoor's

Double Mirror works consisting oftwo concave mirrors facing each other, forces the

viewer to experience an "unease" caused by not begin able to see any reflecting image.

As ifbeing at a standstill, the tension ofvacillation is felt. "The spectator's relation to

the object involves a process of questioning the underlying conditions through which

the work becomes a visual experience in the fIrst place." (Bhabha, p.l4) In other words,

the art object, through being seen, can surface and accentuate the very process of

perception. It is through the power and conviction of such seeing that self-reflection

becomes possible.

Fundamentally, visual art (an object present within the visual fIeld) is

responded to primarily through sight. In other words, seeing is the initial and dominant

mode of experiencing an art object. And ifwhat is being seen can refer back to the very

act of seeing, a cycle of interaction occurs between the viewer and the perceived object.

By altogether eliminating tangible materiality in his Projection Pieces, James Turrell

challenges and pronounces such perception. "Turrell's light may be good to look at, but

it is also difficult. It directs viewers to the fundamental concerns ofhow it is they

engage the external world with their senses." (Adcock, p.l13) The lack of concrete

object to look at (although the projected light defInitely is something and not nothing)
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reinforces the very act of seeing. And in so doing, the viewer experiences the process of

aesthetic perception in what Turrell refers to as "a reflexive act." And since Turrell

avoids nameable and recognizable objects or images, the viewer is left to vacillate

within the realm of ambiguity.

To be sure, the ambiguities - the simultaneous thisness and thatness

- ofthe visual experience offered by Turrell's images make them

interesting. It may even be that the art's basic duality is what makes

it so deeply felt. It does seem clear that, as objectified light, the work

is grounded in an equivalence of appearance and reality, perplexing

as this state of being may be. But despite the light's own abiding

mystery, the art clarifies the physical processes ofvisual perception.

Looking at Turrell's light images, viewers gain insight into the

workings oftheir own visual system and discover that within the

simple act of seeing there is considerable room for wonder. (Adcock,

p.216)

Such reflexive act of seeing is aided by artworks valuing and maintaining the

interplay between the observer and the observed. Furthermore, if this seeing enhances

and "clarifies the physical process ofvisual perception," then to engage in this process

is to evidence continuity as it is being made. On aesthetic quality, Pepper states, "It

gives direct insight into the nature ofthe world. It shows us what is real there, it realizes

events. To feel the quality of an event is to feel the actual working of a part ofthe world

process." (Pepper, p.31) Art that is concerned with visual perception and its immediate
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experience, therefore, values the experience of ambiguity. And for me to aesthetically

experience the quality ofsuch artworks is to participate willingly in the co-creation of

the continuity ofmy particular world.
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CHAPTER THREE

MAKING CONTINUITY

My appreciation for the process ofprintmaking was profoundly influenced by

how I experience this transitory world. To maintaining the sense ofuncertainty, my

decision was to dive head frrst into the procedural flow of the printmaking process. The

repetitive process of screenprinting could extract my awareness for the constant flow of

time. The rhythm and sound ofthe squeegee movement, the lifting and lowering ofthe

screen, and the sliding action ofpaper, punctuated by the sound ofwooden blocks being

placed here and there...all contributed to defining and punctuating my sense of

continuity. The paper withstands and carries the amassing weight of each action. The

irreversible nature of time seemed to be reinforced by the succession and compression

of images. They are an evidence of each passing moment, captured as thin layers of ink

pressed one on top ofthe other.

This repetitive process allows me to intentionally participate in the flow ofmy

experience. Each action accentuates the succession ofmoments, and the printed images

remain as a testimony to what has already been done and passed. And instead ofmaking

the outcome predictable, repetition forces the fmer details and variations to emerge. The
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eye must ftrst adjust to the darkness of the night sky before it begins to notice the lesser

bright stars. Similarly, through the repetitive process ofprinting, I become aware ofthe

subtleties and richness inherent in a single action or image. Moreover, by restricting

myself to employing only one basic stencil, I sought to bring out the range of

possibilities from what at ftrst seemed inherently limited.

Screenprinting embraces repetition with ease. A stencil is an open area of the

screen, which lets ink to be deposited with each passing ofthe squeegee. With time and

material permitting, a stencil can be printed, in a sense, inftnitely. The only restricting

element, it seems, is my physical ability to do so. I am interested in this notion of

inftnite possibility through the ftnite. The stenciled opening created on the screen is a

limited opening. But repetition creates or suggests a potential for continuity. Ifthe

process can be repeated forever, then my decision to stop implies that I am indeed its

limitation. But can this process continue to progress regardless ofmy involvement with

it?

As I engage in the act ofprintmaking, the very repetitive action reinforces the

progression oftime. With each passing squeegee, ink is deposited as a physical evidence

ofthat action. The actual presence of the resulting work and the impression made on

paper materializes the otherwise invisible flow oftime. In terms of the materials and the
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physicality involved, the continuity ceases when I disengage with the printing process.

However, my awareness for the flowing time and continuity remains. The work

serves as a reminder ofthe process that is, in actuality, ceaseless. As a maker, my hope

is to amplify this awareness within the viewer. Therefore, I have tried, to the best ofmy

ability, to visually imply a sense ofconstructed continuity. For example, there is never a

clean straight line in my works. Lines or forms emerge and fade. A stretch ofhorizontal

line is intermittently interrupted by a subtle breakage or overlapping. Or a group oflines

is taken over by another wave of lines, guiding the eye in a constantly shifting

movement. And hundreds ofbuttert1ies are camouflaged into a long band, with each

fluttering wing eluding and escaping visual focus. The work invites visual movement

while the viewer actively engages in the very process ofseeing.
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While I provide the specific quality and detail, the perceiver must willingly

participate in it. It is this mutual relationship between the material presence of the work

and the audience that I value. I wish to make work that keeps making itselfthrough the

viewer's experience of it, and generates awareness for the "momentariness" of

experience.

The line between the finite and the infinite is literally as thin as the paper's

edge. Within this fine line is a space for ambiguity. Art, with its material presence, can

surface this rift as feelings of uncertainty and anticipation. Celmins states, "I believe if

there is any meaning in art it resides in the physical presence ofa work." (Rippner, p.35)

It is with this attitude that I have come to engage in the process ofprintmaking.
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CONCLUSION

For Heidegger, art clears a ground for truth. The only truth I can attest to,

however, is based on my own limited, private, and fragmentary experience. Truth to me

is the experiencing of this world as a constant state of flux. In becoming aware of such

"momentariness," a sense of comfort once derived from the assumed stability ofthe

world faded. My only certainty, then, became the individually constructed continuity

and the pervading sense of ambiguity.

An artwork striving to be expressive of such ambiguity is not a celebrated

entryway into the experience oftranscendence or ecstatic fusion. It does not claim to

bring about any sense ofwholeness or entirety, but instead, merely accentuates the sense

of incompleteness. In other words, it allows and heightens the self conscious awareness

for how we experience the world through our senses.

What constantly occupies my world is the sense of"sad beauty." In searching

for what was causing this all-encompassing feeling, I found an answer in the elusive

nature ofRegion. From accepting my finitude (the inability to experience wholeness),

and the consequential sense ofuncertainty, I embraced ambiguity as my persistent

context. From this point ofview, I began to see ambiguity as indeed the wellspring of
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my creativity.

In approaching the process of making an art object, my aim was to value the

material presence of the artwork as well as the immediate experience of it. An artwork

that maintains a state of indeterminacy, escapes cognitive exhaustion, and invites the

viewer to willingly participate in the interplay of aesthetic experience. In other words,

the "vacillation" ofthe art object and the viewer is what creates an aesthetic experience.

Moreover, Kapoor's and Turrell's works concerned with visual perception, indeed

allowed for the very act of seeing to constitute and evidence continuity through an

aesthetic experience.

Arriving at my own personal understanding of"art," I was able to approach the

process ofprintmaking. The value-meaning ofart, in my case, through printmaking, was

found to be in the very activity ofthe printing process and the material presence of the

print that is at once ephemeral and fertile.

There is nothing uncertain about the experience ofambiguity. If an artwork is

'truly made,' it will affirm the aesthetic quality of ambiguity, and heighten the

awareness for how we sense the world. And in the end, or in the beginning, there is only

this experience; my particular indeterminate world as it is opened up to me.
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